I am pleased to introduce you to our latest expansion within the MAC organization, the Salem, Ohio manufacturing facility dedicated to the production of the full line of all aluminum platform trailers. From having started in business as a one man operation repairing wrecked trailers in a single bay garage, thanks to YOU, MAC Trailer today has grown to be the nation’s foremost manufacturer of straight truck bodies and dump, platform and transfer trailers. Between the Alliance, Ohio Corporate offices, manufacturing plant and service area and the new Salem location, MAC Trailer now encompasses 500,000 square feet of facilities on a campus of 84 acres with a staff in excess of 550 employees, that services both national and international markets.

At MAC-Salem I have committed to the business philosophy of individual product line specialization. Thus, all resources at the location are dedicated to servicing the platform marketplace, whether it be sales, engineering-design or manufacturing. The single point focus allows for concentration on the industry, individual applications, engineering requirements unique to the haul, customer required trailer specifications, along with a constant objective that targets structural integrity, innovative design and improved manufacturing efficiencies.

The MAC platform has earned a reputation for being a structural trailer appealing to a spectrum of transporters from the brut heavy coil haulers to those with ultra lightweight requirements maximizing payloads for the transport of lumber and materials. With the introduction of the all new all aluminum step deck configuration, I am quite proud to hear that MAC is being applauded by the market as the soon to be leader in platforms.

The success of MAC Trailer can be attributed to a quality product built by quality people, complemented by an experienced and knowledgeable sales staff and professional Dealer network; supported by a full service and repair facility and complete aftermarket parts department; all committed to providing a higher level of customer service.

My philosophy is to listen and learn from our customers and pursue continuous improvement through strong leadership and dedicated employees while providing added value in our product, FOR YOU.

I invite you to experience first hand the personalization that truly solidifies the MAC difference.
As a manufacturer, MAC Trailer recognizes the complexity of today’s ever changing market and the necessity to make you more competitive with advanced design trailers that will reduce weights, increase payloads, maximize performance and enhance your profitability.

For MAC Trailer, technology is not something you purchase, but rather have the vision and ability to create. All of us are constantly listening to YOU the customer. We are going onto job sites to better understand and witness first hand the demands of your individual applications and its impact on the trailer’s design and structural integrity. With this direct and personal field knowledge, we then engineer and manufacture a product with a higher level of innovative and created technology.

With such a driving force, MAC’s commitment to always strive for the betterment and efficiencies of your operations has been quite evident over the years with the introduction of and overwhelming reception of the MACsimizer Half Round design, the MAC “MVP” MAC Vertical Panel product line of aerodynamic SMOOTH-SIDED constructed trailers and bodies, the new all aluminum step deck platform and now the engineering, development and testing of an all aluminum extendable trailer as an addition to the MAC family of products.

What does the future hold? We will continue to listen to you. And MAC Trailer will continue the visionary quest of technology!
Tandem Platform Trailers

When quality workmanship, reliability and longevity are critical to your business, all coupled with the best manufacturer's backing in the industry, owner-operators and fleet executives turn to MAC for their platform trailers.

In the forefront of the MAC lineup is the Tandem Flat that is recognized throughout North America as the benchmark of platforms. Simply, reliable - as it is built tough for the tough daily hauls.

This rugged trailer, whether built with the M-60 or the M-80 beam, is engineered to handle the lightweight materials to the coils to the skids of shingles, block or sand, earning a proud reputation for holding its arch under the most severe of loads.

If you want lightweight, strength, reliability and a trailer that will increase your daily operational profits and provide a high return for your investment at time of trade, contact us today to custom build a platform that will best serve your application.

MAC Advantage

Beam Load Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Weight Rating</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-60</td>
<td>60,000#</td>
<td>4'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70,000#</td>
<td>20'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90,000#</td>
<td>48'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-80</td>
<td>80,000#</td>
<td>4'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100,000#</td>
<td>20'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120,000#</td>
<td>48'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-80-XL</td>
<td>100,000#</td>
<td>4'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120,000#</td>
<td>10'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>160,000#</td>
<td>50'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step Deck Platform Trailers

When you need to step-up to lightweight with a step deck platform, whether you are transporting containers, logs, oversized-overheight loads and need to know you have the ever important backhauling versatility, MAC provides a featherweight trailer built to meet the rigors and complexity of your daily demands.

MAC understands that weight and strength are primary concerns when you purchase a trailer. And, unique to the MAC Aluminum Step Deck is the process of forming the all-aluminum neck prior to the final heat treatment of the metal that in turn maintains the strength properties of the alloy and also enhances the structural integrity of the design.

This member of the MAC Platform family of trailers is available in lengths from 48' to 53' with 10' and 11' top decks all with low ground to deck heights. (40' with 22.5 255 tires and 34' with 17.5 tire options)

Regardless of your load, choose from a variety of securements, wood nailers, container locks, sliding axles, all wood decks and beam options. And, as with all MAC Platforms, the deck is standard with an anti-skid surface.
Multi Axle Platform Trailers

When haulers of coils, block and heavy materials want an extreme trailer to handle extreme loads, all roads lead to MAC Trailer for one reason – the market wants the trailer they know that will handle the most robust of loads, day-in and day-out; and, that is why you see more owner-operators and fleets pulling the MAC M-80 and M-80-XL trailers.

The MAC 29' 80K beam platform trailer is engineered and manufactured to be the bruise you want it to be and most importantly, the bruise you need it to be. Simply choose the type of securement that will best tie off your load and provide peace of mind as you run the roads.

So whether you are pulling a single trailer, a train or need to meet Canadian SPID Requirements, the MAC Multi-axle Platform has earned its stripes in North America as the leader throughout the industry of heavy material haulers.

Hook on to a MAC M-80 Multi-axle Platform and find out first hand why users are saying “My wagon ain’t saggin’!!!!

---

Single Spool or Double Spool Side Rail Option
Enclosed Midturn Light Option
Step Deck Bracing
Flatbed Steer Axle Lift

Dropdeck with Rope Hooks, Winch Track, Stainless Tool Box
Bulkhead with Tarp Protector
Tire Carrier Option
Custom Bulkhead for Transporting Crushed Cars
Road Warrior

It was not too many years ago when the traditional steel flatbed market was introduced to the “combo” trailer. But, with today’s reconfiguration of heavier trucks and rising costs for fuel, the market has demanded an even lighter trailer to compete in today’s every changing industry, and once again, MAC has answered - the Road Warrior.

MISSION: Provide a trailer with a weight savings, a trailer with a minimal price difference, a trailer with a maintenance advantage and a trailer with a higher resale value - all versus today's combo trailer.

ACCOMPLISHED

Specifications: Weights starting at 8650 pounds, 60k in 4", 21" cross-member spacing, 2 nailers, 5 lights per side, sliding winch track – driver’s side, open style rear, aluminum wheels outside – steel inside.

So… to learn more about the Road Warrior flatbed and how you can increase your payloads, increase your profits and reduce your maintenance costs, contact your Regional Sales Manager or the MAC Dealer nearest you.
With over 500,000 square feet of facilities, a campus of 85 acres and more than 550 employees all working for you, MAC Trailer has become the nation’s foremost manufacturer of Straight Truck Bodies and Dump, Flatbed and Transfer Trailers.

Alliance Facility – Corporate Offices
14599 Commerce Street
Alliance, Ohio 44601

Salem Facility
1453 Allen Road,
Salem, Ohio 44460

800-795-8454 • 330-823-9900
fax 330-823-0232

www.MACtrailer.com

Dealer